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Introduction 

Nfot a few studies have been reported on intraspecific 
eom~petition in annual or short-liveld plants. The method of 
approach employed in those studirs can be roughly classi- 
fied into two: one is to grow diff2rent genotypes in pure- 
stands and mixtures and measure the increment or decre- 
ment due to mixing by the amount of growth m yielid of a 
given genotype. The other way is to construct a population 
of various genotypes anld to compare the propagation rate 
of the mixtiure with those olf the respective purestands. To 
put such appmaches into practice with forest trees is, h m -  
ever, though not impolssible, lrathzr difficult, inasmuch as 
trees generally reqiuire a very long time for attaining full 
growth and reproduction. Thus, the competition studies in 
forest trees have naturally to cdeal with the (detection and 
assessment of competition in a standing forest not intention- 
ally planted for the purposc 

STENEKER and JARVIS (1963) and 'STERN ((1966) have in- 
vestigated the .ciorrelatiion between the growth of a given 
tree and the summed up  growth of ~several trees growing 
in its proximity within a given area. They assume that 
the correlation may reveal the intertree competition in s 
forest. 

The present paper deals witih the results of an attempt to 
detect and to measure intraspecific-intergenotypilc competi- 
tion by correlati~ons between two afdjacent trees in a stand- 
ing forest whose trees are of the Same age. Thils study was 
supported financially by the Forestry Agency of Japan, and 
also assisted technically by forestry 'officials of Hakoldate, 
Akita, Miyagi, Shizuoka, ~Gifu and Hyogo prefecbres, to 
all of whom our thanks are due. 

Method of study 

Sulppose a number of trees of the Same age of a single 
species foming a population are measured for their growth. 
If we arrange tihem in pairs crf two, each tree selected at 
random from fhe population, the lpartners of the pairis will 
not be correlated in any way. If we meas'ure, however, the 
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correlation between two trees growing adjoiningly in the 
forest, they are expected to be positively correlated, because 
contiguous habitat patches are likely to be more similar in 
edaphic andlor other environmental conditions than bhose 
of ldistant trees. On the contrary, intertree competition, if i t  
occurs, will make them ldissimilar by favouring one and 
disfavouring the other, driving the correlation to the nega- 
tive side. Thus, comparison bletween adjoining two oc three 
trees may allow us to conjecture tihe occurrence, if any, of 
intertree competition in a forest. 

Such a comparison can bme malde in various ways. Let the 
trees growing side by side in a row 'be ldesignated by i, j, k, 
etc. We can Imeasure the correlation between any two ad- 
joining trees for a growth character, i. e., rYiYj , or the cor- 

relation between two 'differences among three edjoining 

trees, r (yi-yj)(yj-Yk). Information may also be obtained by 

rneasuring the variance of difference b'etween two adjoin- 
ing trees or variance of differences among three adjoining 
trees. These folur criteria are summarized in Table 1. 

Since rYiYj , or lfor simplicity, rii, corresponds to Vd, and 

rijk to Vdd, either correlation coefficients or variances can 
bfe used for the purpose. In practice, correlation coefficients 
are more convenient than variances. In this study, there- 
f'ore, the correlation coefficients were used. 

Materials 

Thirteen forests a€ Cryptomeria japonica D. DON, ten 
raised from seed anld the remaining three isogenic Clones 
afforested by lcuttings, were selected f r m  various parts of 
Japan. They were all planted artificially, and thus all trees 
withlin a single forest were of the same age. Number of trees 
in each forest was from 100 to a little more than 200. A brie1 
description 04 the thirteen forests is given in Table 2. The 
trees (were measured on their standing spots after they were 
manked and mapped on a section paper. Measured were the 
stem diameter ur girth at  breast height and tree height. 

Results of the study 

Correlatim coeffilcients, rij and rijk, of stem diamet'er and 
tree height in thirteen forests are presented in Table 3. I t  
iis foun~d from Table 3 that in the three clone forests, the 
r i j  values of either stem diameter or tree height are highly 
positive while the rijk9s are more or less lar~ger than -0.5. 
The test if those obtained values or r i j  in the three clone 

Variance Vd Variance of (i-j) 2 V(,)*) < 2 V(„ 2 2 V(,) 

Vdd Variance of (i-j) - (j-k) 6 V(,, < 6 V(,., 2 6 V(,) 

Table 1. - 8tatistics for detecting intertree competition in a forest. 

*) V(,., stands for the variance measured on an in'dividual tree basis. 
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Intuitive j udgement 
-- 

Random No Under 
samples competition competition 

Correlation rij r between two adjoining 0 > O  5 0  
coefficient trees, i and j. 

rijk r between two differences 
among 3 adjoining trees; 
(i-j) and (j-k) -0.5 >-0.5 2-0.5 

Explanation Statistics Notation 










